New State-of-the-Art Expansion at Nick Hotel
Written by LeiLani Ochoada

Nickelodeon Suites Resort is a unique venue that enhances gatherings with high-energy entertainment f

O

rlando area residents not only have the one-of-a-kind Nic

Deemed “Studio B,” the state-of-the-art event space and outdoor terrace is perfect for much more than ju

location for business gatherings of all types. The new venue boasts surround sound, video equipment an

Event planners and participants can have SpongeBob host their next business or association meeting; o

The meeting space was named Studio B to differentiate it from Studio Nick, a state-of-the-art, 180-seat t

While it’s every child’s dream, big and small, to be slimed, there is plenty to do that does not involve gett
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“We have had tremendous feedback about what a great stress-free stay it is for families with children wit

Nickelodeon Suites Resort’s restaurants range from the Nicktoons Café, which features a daily characte

Parents can take a breather from activities at the pool bar, which overlooks the resort’s signature Lagoon

“There are lots of opportunities for parents to get involved, from game shows to 4-D films to events and p

The Mall is a hub of sights and sounds. It offers a children’s spa, where young guests can get temporary

There also are year-long hotel events that are perfect for weekend staycations. They include a weekend

The annual Nick or Treat event occurs every weekend in October, and the resort hosts special celebratio
Any of the resort’s 777 suites — mostly themed two-bedroom suites — can be booked at advantageous

The 4-D Experience features films, including an underwater adventure with SpongeBob and Patrick Star

The Themed Kid Suites are designed with Nickelodeon fans in mind and feature favorite characters on th
Some of the suites have full kitchens, many face the pool, and most have kitchenettes with refrigerators

The resort is a blend of contemporary pop culture; high-tech, high-energy cartoon characters; complete r

Nickelodeon Suites Resort
www.nickhotel.com
is located at 14500
on Continental
the Web. Gateway in Orlando, near other theme
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